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HP·40A
Please Read This Manual Carefully Before Use it

ELECTRIC

POT

Please read the following instructions carefully for
they will help your electric pot extend its natural life.

1.Main Features:

• Automatically
completes medicine decoction with I bowl of liquid medicine
left.
• Automatically
preserves liquid medicine at about 70 degrees Celsius.
• Because of the pot s large capacity ,the liquid medicine can be kept inside
the pot without spilling.
• Decocting through traditional pottery, the liquid medicine will turn out fine
and pure.
* With the high heat efficiency,
it can not only decoct medicine but also make
soup and boil water .•
'

2.Specification:

..

120V
Power slow
500Wfast/250w
4.0L
60Hz
Voltage
Capacity
Frequency

3.0peration:
* Wash the herbs and put them into the pot. Add at leas 3 bowls of water

(about 750 ml).Check if the water level is higher than the surface of the
heating unit; if not, add more water until it is higher than the surface of the
heating unit (for at least 5 mm).
* Place lid on top of pot.
* Insert the square plug at the terminal

of the power cord into the square
socket of the pot. Then insert the power plug into the power socket at this
time; the red indicator lights show that the pot is starting the operation

*

Select the Fast or Slow Cooking.

* When the remaining

liquid medicine is about 0.8-1.2 bowl(s),the green
indicator light will light showing that the pot had completed the decoction
and the liquid medicine is read to drink. The property of each liquid
medicine is different due to the ingredients and water absorption of the
ingredients; however, this will have little impact of the herbal liquid
decocted.
* When the green indicator
light lights, the pot enters into the preservation
status automatically.
When the temperature is below 70 degrees Celsius,
the red indicator light will light indicating the pot will return to heating
status keeping the temperature around 70 degrees Celsius. In the event
temperature preservation is not needed, take out theplug to cut off the
power.
• In case herbs are to be later added, decoct the liquid medicine well first(the
green indicator light is on),add less a half of bowl of cold water, poke the dregs
from the pot and add the herbs into the pot, when the red indicator light is on,
the pot enters into the heating status automatically, after a moment, the green
indicator is turn on again, the liquid medicine is ready to drink.
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* When boiling water with this product, the water should reach boiling point

before the indicator light turns green.
4.Attention and Important Safeguards:
* The voltage of the power source should be the same voltage as marked on the

name plate.
heat preservation can reduce herbal liquid. It is suggested that
preservation time shall not exceed 5 hours.
* For continuous using, please let the electric pot cool down to about or lower
70 degrees Celsius,
* When the power switch is on Slow, the time to cook the herbs will be longer.
The herbal liquid obtained will be more than the liquid obtained under the
normal fast option .
• Every time after using, clean the heating unit. Wipe the heating unit with a
piece of soft cloth to prevent damage to the coating. Do not submerge the
entire pot into water to wash the pot. Only clean the outer surface with a piece
of wet cloth. Please clean after each used.
* Long-term

* As for the pottery pot, please handle with carefully.
* Do not place the electric pot on or near a gas or electric

burner or in a heated

oven.
* Please add water below the Max water level in the pot, otherwise,

"
*
*
*
*

water will
spill when it is boiling.
Do not disassemble the product by yourself witout authorization.
To protect against electrical shock, do not immerse cord, plug, or the
appliance itself in water or any other liquid.
Close supervision is necessary when the appliance is used by or near children.
This appliance is not intended to be used by children.
Always unplug form the base of the wall outlet. Never pull on the cord.
Do not operate any appliance with a damaged cord or plug or after the
appliance malfunctions or has been damaged in any manner. Return
appliance to the nearest authorized service facility for examination or repair.
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